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At Speedy Rail, we’re with you every inch of the way.

As the leading provider of specialist and general 
construction equipment for rail, we understand the 
unique demands of this most crucial industry and the 
importance of the part we play in supporting a transition 
to a zero-carbon world.

We offer the widest choice of innovative products and services to help 
you keep the UK’s metro, tram and rail network running smoothly, 
sustainably and safely. With specialist Rail Depot locations offering 
nationwide coverage of both the Network Rail Managed Infrastructure 
and Transport for London (LUL) requirements, you can trust us to deliver.

And you can count on the support of a management team with many 
years’ rail experience, plus the expertise and product knowledge of our 
fully trained and competent PTS qualified engineers. 

Speedy Rail is a specialist division operating within Speedy, holding 
a RISQS certification and providing an end to end service for rail, 
construction and maintenance. 

Find out more about our full range of rail services and all the ways we 
can help, call 0345 266 5880 or visit speedyservices.com

SUPPORTING  
THE RAIL INDUSTRY 

WE OFFER THE WIDEST CHOICE 
OF INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS AND 
SERVICES TO HELP YOU KEEP THE 
UK’S METRO, TRAM AND RAIL 
NETWORK RUNNING SMOOTHLY, 
SUSTAINABLY AND SAFELY.

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
www.speedyservices.com


We have long been committed to providing the energy 
efficient equipment, logistics and progressive ways of 
working to aid the construction industry in its quest for 
a net zero carbon built environment.

In line with the UK Government’s commitment to achieve zero net 
carbon by 2050, we are focused on significantly reducing carbon 
emissions within our business and throughout the supply chain.

IN FY2021, OUR KEY CARBON REDUCTION ACHIEVEMENTS INCLUDE:

•  A reduction in carbon output from 26,606 tonnes in 2015 to 19,388 
tonnes in FY2021 which equates to an 8% reduction per employee

•  A carbon reduction on a per capita basis from approximately 11.00
tonnes in 2015 to 5.00 tonnes in FY2021

•  Accredited under the ESOS Government energy savings scheme

•  Attained ISO 50001:2018 for Energy Management in FY2021

•  Gold Standard Members of the Supply Chain Sustainability School

MINIMISING OUR IMPACT 
ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

IN LINE WITH THE UK 
GOVERNMENT’S COMMITMENT 
TO ACHIEVE ZERO NET CARBON 
BY 2050, WE ARE FOCUSED 
ON SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCING 
CARBON EMISSIONS WITHIN OUR 
BUSINESS AND THROUGHOUT 
THE SUPPLY CHAIN.

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


At Speedy we recognise the part we play in supporting  
a transition to a zero carbon world.

As part of our commitment to significantly reduce our carbon emissions, 
in FY2022 we will set science-based targets to achieve net zero 
emissions before 2050. A science-based target (SBT) provides a clearly 
defined pathway for Speedy to reduce its greenhouse gas emissions, 
in line with the Paris Agreement to limit climate warming by 1.5°C by 
2050, thereby helping to prevent the impacts of climate change and 
ensuring sustainable business growth. 

Our move to commit to a SBT reinforces our commitment to be a market 
leader in sustainability. The majority of our carbon footprint, at 79% is 
related to fuel consumption. We already have several initiatives in place 
to reduce these emissions, which include:

•  We have switched our company car fleet list to be mostly Ultra Low
Emission Vehicles (ULEVs), with the aim of being 100% electric/
hybrid company vehicles by 2026

•  Rolling out a low carbon commercial fleet with the majority of our
vehicles being electric/hybrid by 2030

•  Switching from diesel to HVO Green D+, a standard low emission fuel,
across parts of our business

NET ZERO CARBON 
BEFORE 2050 

OUR AIM IS FOR ECO PRODUCTS 
TO ACCOUNT FOR THE MAJORITY 
OF OUR ITEMISED EQUIPMENT 
FLEET BY 2024.

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


SUPPORTING YOUR  
SITE AT EVERY STAGE

SITE SET UP - 
SHORT TERM

SITE SET UP - 
LONG TERM  

ENABLING 
AND ADVANCE 
WORKS  

ELECTRIFICATION, 
SIGNALLING AND 
TELECOMMU-
NICATIONS  

RENEWALS 
(PLAIN LINE 
AND S&C) AND 
MAINTENANCE  

CIVILS, 
STATIONS AND 
STRUCTURES  
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Essential rail maintenance is often carried out against 
the clock to keep disruption to a minimum. 

To help you meet your return-to-service commitments in these short 
term projects, we offer a one stop resource for the delivery and pick 
up of all your site equipment – everything from security fencing to 
lighting and CCTV.

We even arrange ‘sit and wait’ tool deliveries for very tight deadlines.  
So you can set up operations promptly and make the very most of the 
time available. 

•  Site security

•  Fencing

•  Lighting

•   Portable generators

•   Storage containers

•   CCTV and communications WiFi

•  Spill control materials

•   Consumables

•   Fuel solutions

•   Security

•   Skips and waste management

SITE SET UP - SHORT TERM 
WHEN TURNAROUND  
TIMES ARE CRITICAL

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


When you need a base for longer term rail projects, 
Speedy Rail’s solutions for fuel, power, welfare, storage, 
recycling and more bring everything together, quickly 
and efficiently. 

An initial survey by our site planning team will help you determine your 
exact requirements, including the scope of essential set up items such as 
WiFi and CCTV to ensure connectivity and security in the remotest areas. 

And ongoing site management services such as fuel deliveries, waste 
disposal and equipment compliance will help your compound run 
smoothly and efficiently, however long the job. 

•  Security

•  Welfare and accommodation

•  Pedestrian barriers

•  Walkways

•  Fencing

•  Compound lighting

•  Generators

•  Storage containers

•  CCTV and communications WiFi

•  Fuel solutions

•  Consumables

•  Forklifts

•  Telehandlers

•  Waste management

•  Noise control

SITE SET UP - LONG TERM 
PREPARING YOUR 
COMPOUND

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


Preparing your site for works is easier with Speedy Rail’s 
wide choice of modern, efficient equipment and plant. 

Chainsaws, light plant and brushcutters for de-vegetation. Pumps, silt 
traps and pipe inspection kit for de-watering. Wackers, rammers and 
rollers for compaction. 

Plus lighting, lifting, PPE and safety equipment to keep everyone safe as 
more and more personnel come on site to start work.

•  Chain saws

•  Brushcutters

•  Powered access

•  Pumps

•  Mobile silt traps

•  Survey/detection lasers and
confined space equipment

•  Portable lights

•  Tower lights

•  Light plant including mini 
diggers and excavators

•  Compaction plates

•  Ride on rollers

•  Trench rammers

•  Levelling equipment

•  Pipe inspection equipment

•  Gas monitoring and escape 
breathing apparatus

•   Lifting slings and chains, 
concrete laying equipment,
concrete skips

•  Breakers

•  Communications

ENABLING AND  
ADVANCE WORKS 
CLEARING THE WAY

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


Whether you’re renewing track, carrying out maintenance or servicing S&C, having 
access to the best equipment for the job is essential. 

Not just for added efficiency, but for the quality of the finished job and the safety of everyone who uses the UK 
rail network. 

Our Permanent Way products include some of the most advanced available, such as the Rosenqvist CD400SP 
Clipper. We can also provide trained operators to make sure you get the most efficient use of specialist plant 
while keeping your project compliant. 

•  Chain saws

•  CD400SP clippers
and operators

•  Cembre/Robel clippers
and operators

•  Triple wackers and operators

•  CBX and operators

•  On site fitter cover

•  Portable tampers

•  Trolleys

•  Ironmen

•  Rail saws

•  Rail drills

•  Robel and fassetta clamps

•  Stressing equipment
including rollers

•   Lifting, slewing and
alignment jacks

•  Vortok fencing

•  Trackside lighting

•  Temporary speed
restriction equipment

•  Track gauges

•   Welding and grinding
equipment

•  Communications

RENEWALS AND MAINTENANCE 
A FIRST CLASS EQUIPMENT FLEET

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


A specialist and highly safety-critical part of any rail project, OLE and electrification 
demands a level of expertise and a standard of equipment that is nothing less than  
the very best.  

Our acquisition of Rail Hire UK, a specialist provider of Overhead Line Equipment, means we can now offer an 
even broader range of tools for OLE work, coupled with the knowledge and experience of dedicated team who 
fully understand the demands of the rail industry.

•  Bushing tools

•  Crimping equipment

•   Cutting tools

•  Rail drills

•  Running out rollers

•  Clamps/wedges and
accessories

•  Tension clocks

•   Wejtap tools

•   Insulator jigs

•  Live line testers

•  Live line pole sets

•  Conductor straighteners

•   Height and stagger gauges

•  Cables

•   Insulated ladders

•  GRP scaffold

•  Cordless tools

ELECTRIFICATION, SIGNALLING  
AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
SAFETY AND EFFICIENCY OVERHEAD

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

www.speedservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


Whether you’re building from new or refurbishing and 
maintaining rail buildings and infrastructure, Speedy’s 
wider range of equipment for general construction 
means you’ll never have to look anywhere else. 

From power tools, compressors and lifting gear to heavier kit like 
forklifts, excavators and cement mixers, our up to the minute hire fleet 
provides a total solution for your civils projects. All backed up by a 
nationwide network of depots for same day or next day delivery and 
outstanding customer support. 

•  Power tools

• Forklifts

•  Telehandlers

•  Compressors and air tools 

•  Excavators

•  Mixers

•  Concrete skips

•  Lifting beams and equipment 

•  Breakers

•  Drills

•  Scabblers

•  Compaction plates

•  Trowelling products

•  Slablifters

•  Stone magnets

•  Surveying equipment

•  Total stations

•  Platform gauges

CIVILS, STATIONS AND 
STRUCTURES 
A BETTER RAIL NETWORK

CALL 0345 266 5880 OR EMAIL 
RAIL.CONTROLCENTRE@
SPEEDYSERVICES.COM  
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

BACK TO SUPPORTING YOUR SITE AT EVERY STAGE MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
mailto:rail.controlcentre@speedyservices.com


Innovation is a priority and Speedy’s Product Review 
Group brings our people, customers and suppliers 
together to develop new products, enhance our service 
offering and to discuss various ESG topics around 
product innovation.

The procurement of new products needs to adhere to Speedy ESG 
strategy. A strategy which consists of the following criteria:

•  Sustainability, life span of the product

•   Ethical sourcing, ensuing all elements of the product comes from
parts of the world where human rights are paramount and renewable
resources are from a sustainable source

We keep up to date with the latest equipment and services to help you 
work more efficiently, safely and reduce your environmental impact. 
Included here is just a selection of latest eco and innovative solutions 
that Speedy are bringing into the fleet. 

ECO INNOVATIONS 

WE KEEP UP TO DATE WITH 
THE LATEST EQUIPMENT 
AND SERVICES TO HELP YOU 
WORK MORE EFFICIENTLY, 
SAFELY AND REDUCE YOUR 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT. 

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


CIVILS AND  
DE-VEGETATION

MILWAUKEE MX 
FUEL 350MM 
CUT OFF SAW 

MILWAUKEE MX 
FUEL DH2528H 
DEMOLITION 
HAMMER 72V 
29.6KG

HUSQVARNA 
350MM (14") 
CHAINSAW 36V

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


CIVILS AND  
DE-VEGETATION

MILWAUKEE MX FUEL 350MM 
CUT OFF SAW
The world's first 350 mm battery powered cut-off saw to 
deliver the power to cut reinforced concrete with a full  
350 mm cut capacity.

Product Code: 15/0216

HUSQVARNA 350MM 
(14") CHAINSAW
36v Cordless chainsaw is ideal for carpenters, 
contractors and tree surgeons. Features excellent 
ergonomics, high performance and high chainspeed.

Product Code: 15/0101

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

BACK TO CIVILS AND DE-VEGETATION MENU

EXCLUSIVE TO SPEEDY

MILWAUKEE MX FUEL DH2528H 
DEMOLITION HAMMER 72V 29.6KG 
The Milwaukee MX Fuel DH2528H is a cordless 28mm 
Hex demolition hammer, delivering the power of petrol, 
corded and pneumatic. 

Product Code: 11/0267

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

EXCLUSIVE TO SPEEDY

https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-tools/15_0216-h-Milwaukee-MX-Fuel-COS350-350mm-Cut-Off-Saw-72v-167kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-tools/11_0267-h-Milwaukee-MX-Fuel-DH2528H-Demolition-Hammer-72v-296kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/landscaping-cleaning-decorating/15_0101-h-Husqvarna-535i-XP-350mm-Chainsaw-36v-26kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


CORDLESS SOLUTIONS 
FOR PERMANENT WAY

ROBEL BATTERY 
POWERED 
TAMPER

CEMBRE 
BATTERY RAIL 
DRILL

ENERPAC 
HYDRAULIC 
STRESSING PUMP

CEMBRE 
BATTERY 
SLEEPER DRILL 
36V

BATTERY 
POWERED RAIL  
BAND SAW C/W 
CASE

ROBEL 30.20 
IMPACT WRENCH

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


Cordless
ECO

Cordless
ECO

CORDLESS SOLUTIONS 
FOR PERMANENT WAY

ROBEL BATTERY  
POWERED TAMPER
The Robel 62.20L battery powered vertical tamper 
is designed to correct the track level beneath steel, 
concrete and wooden sleepers.

Product Code: 35/1641

CEMBRE BATTERY 
RAIL DRILL
The Cembre Rail Drill is a fast fuel and fume free ECO 
friendly drilling system.

Product Code: 35/0104

CEMBRE BATTERY  
SLEEPER DRILL 36V
The Cembre SD-19BR2-RPE Rail Drill is a purposely 
designed for the drilling of wooden sleepers.

Product Code: 35/0242

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

Cordless
ECO

BACK TO CORDLESS SOLUTIONS FOR PERMANENT WAY MENU

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_1641-h-Robel-6220-Battery-Powered-Tamper-31kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0104-h-Cembre-LD-16B-RP-Rail-Drill-36v-185kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0242-h-Cambre-SD-19BR2-RPE-Sleeper-Drill-36v-174kg


CORDLESS SOLUTIONS 
FOR PERMANENT WAY

ENERPAC HYDRAULIC 
STRESSING PUMP
The Enerpac stressing pump is a standalone power pack 
used in the alumino thermic track welding process.

Product Code: 35/0513

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

BACK TO CORDLESS SOLUTIONS FOR PERMANENT WAY MENU

BATTERY POWERED RAIL 
BAND SAW C/W CASE
Plasser 12.20MSB battery powered rail band saw is 
designed for economical cutting of maximum strength rails.

Product Code: 35/0011

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

ROBEL 30.20 IMPACT WRENCH
The Robel 30.20 battery powered impact wrench is a 
compact and robust machine specifically designed for the 
railway environment to tighten and loosen nuts, sleeper 
and fishplate bolts.

Product Code: 35/0883

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0513-h-Enerpac-ZC3404JE-RS-Hydraulic-Stressing-Pump-82v-35kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0011-h-Robel-1220MSB-Battery-Powered-Rail-Band-Saw-43v-702kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0883-h-Robel-3020-Impact-Wrench-43v-192kg


Introducing the revolutionary new way to select your 
HAV tools.

When selecting a power tool it is common practice to automatically 
opt for the tool with the lowest vibration, which will allow you the 
maximum amount of time to get the job done. But is this the best way 
to achieve productivity?

Working in conjunction with Balfour Beatty and a host of our supply 
chain partners, we had one goal, to work towards eliminating HAV. 

Customers and more specifically the end user can now make a more 
informed choice with our HAV Product Selector, selecting their 
equipment based on their exposure action value (EAV), measured 
specifically for the task in hand, along with the ability to view a short 
video demonstrating best practice for each piece of kit.

Benefits: 

• Increased productivity

• Reduced HAV

• Cost efficiencies

• Access to the latest technological innovations

The newly launched digital HAV product selector can be accessed for 
free through the Speedy App or website.

SPEEDY HAV 
PRODUCT SELECTOR

THE NEWLY LAUNCHED DIGITAL 
HAV PRODUCT SELECTOR CAN BE 
ACCESSED FOR FREE THROUGH 
THE SPEEDY APP OR WEBSITE.

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE WATCH HOW TO USE THE APP

DOWNLOAD THE APP

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/product-selector


CALL PARTNERED SERVICES 
ON 0345 600 3546

ECO CHARGE
A secure stand-alone solar hybrid 
solution for onsite charging. 

•  Tool charging where & when you need it
convenient, safe & eco-friendly solution

•  Cable-free charging removes site hazards
40 secure internal charging lockers

•  HVO biofuel – renewable energy & low
emissions large capacity

•  10kwh lithium-ion batteries

•   Solar powered with 3.5kva back-up
generator

•  Anti-vandal build with high security doors

BATTERY STORAGE UNITS
Our battery storage units efficiently 
store spare energy when the generator 
is running to use later when the 
generator can turn off. Saving fuel, 
reducing emissions and noise at a 
lower cost.

Every day across the construction industry, 
tens of thousands of litres of diesel are burned 
by generators. Many, perhaps most, of these 
generators are, for much of the time, not required to 
generate very much electricity.

Hybrid power systems deliver both economic and 
environmental benefits so you win on both fronts; 
save cost and save the environment. 

NEW FPOD® ELITE
Our new fPod® Elite is an MID approved 
fuel station, a single refuelling point 
for your site that services every fuel 
user and contractor.

It will help to reduce vehicle movements and fuel 
containers on site, with environmental, safety and 
cost benefits for all users.

Plus an additional feature of the fPod® Elite is that it 
allows direct billing of all subcontractors.

With a fuel management system installed, we can 
ensure deliveries are made only when you need 
them and guarantee that you never run  
out of fuel.

CHARGING AND  
RENEWABLE ENERGY

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


Delivers same 
performance as  
regular diesel

Uses the same tanks and 
pumps as regular diesel

 Copes with low 
temperatures (-42 CPP) 
and is stored in the same 
way as regular diesel

 Lasts longer in the tank 
and gives better fuel 
stability than diesel

Price competitive with 
regular diesel thanks to 
government subsidies 

Has a special additive to 
chemically reduce NOx by 
up to 30% not found in 
other HVO D+ fuels

HVO D+ stands for Hydrotreated Vegetable Oil, a 
form of renewable diesel that has been produced 
from vegetable fats and oils. Unlike regular biodiesel, 
hydrogen is used as a catalyst in the creation process 
instead of methanol.  

FAME-free and fossil-free environmentally-friendly alternative to mineral 
diesel with a wide range of OEM approvals for use in modern vehicles, 
generators, construction machinery and industrial power systems.

What it is made from?

• Animal fat from food industry waste

• Fish fat from fish processing waste

• Residues from vegetable oil processing

• Used cooking oil

• Technical corn oil

• Tail oil pitch

HVO fuel

HVO D+ fuel provided by Speedy is our standard low emission fuel, it 
is the only HVO D+ fuel approved for use in Speedy equipment. It has 
been widely adopted in the UK as a drop-in diesel replacement by: 
centrally fuelled fleets both on-road, off-road, marine, and in back-up 
power applications where it helps to meet the new MCPD requirements.

HVO D+ FUEL  
FROM SPEEDY

KEY FACTS
•  UP TO 90% REDUCTION IN

HARMFUL EMISSIONS
•  SAFER HANDLING, REDUCED

EMISSIONS AND CLEANER
BURNING

•  SIMPLY TOP UP YOUR
EXISTING STOCK AND GO

Why use HVO D+ fuel ?

WATCH THE HVO D+ VIDEO

Helping you to future 
proof the sustainability of 
your diesel powered fleet. 

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://vimeo.com/553284308


RITELITE PRO 
LINK LED BEAM 
CONTROL HEAD

RITELITE K21 LED 
BEAM CONTROL 
TWIN HEAD

RITELITE K45 
4.5M MOBILE 
LIGHTING TOWER

RITELITE 
PORTABLE 
BATTERY PACK 
LI-ION

RITELITE  
P3500 BATTERY 
POWERED 
GENERATOR

RITELITE P7000 
BATTERY 
POWERED 
GENERATOR

RITELITE K9 LED 
1.8M PORTABLE 
WORK LIGHT LED

SITE  
LIGHTING

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


SITE  
LIGHTING

RITELITE PRO LINK LED BEAM 
CONTROL HEAD
The Ritelite pro link LED beam control 
head is an efficient LED linkable track 
light compatible with generators and 
batteries suitable for rail use.

Product Code: 35/0508

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

BACK TO SITE LIGHTING MENU

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAYFIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

RITELITE K9 LED  
1.8M PORTABLE WORK 
LIGHT LED

The Ritelite K9 LED offers 
users both flood and spot 
beam angles and can be 
used as a handheld work 
light or extended up to 
1.8M as an area floodlight.

Product Code: 22/0189

RITELITE K45 4.5M MOBILE
LIGHTING TOWER

The Ritelite K45 is a portable, 
high power, multi function  
lighting system.

Product Code: 22/0095 

RITELITE K21 LED BEAM 
CONTROL TWIN HEAD 
The Ritelite K21 LED beam control twin 
head is a rugged high powered flood light 
suitable for uses in area that require higher 
lighting demands such as rail applications.

Product Code: 35/0501

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0508-h-Ritelite-PLL15LB-Pro-Link-LED-Beam-Control-Head-110v-15kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0501-h-Ritelite-K21-LED-Beam-Control-Twin-Head-110v-53kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0095-h-Ritelite-K45-45m-Mobile-Lighting-Tower-110240v-90kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0189-h-Ritelite-K9-LED-18m-Portable-Work-Light-LED-78kg


SITE  
LIGHTING

RITELITE PORTABLE BATTERY 
PACK LI-ION 
Ritelite SLK1770BP industrial portable power generator 
suitable for indoor and outdoor use. Ideally suited for use 
on construction sites.

Product Code: 35/0543 

RITELITE P7000 BATTERY 
POWERED GENERATOR   
Ritelite portable 7,000 battery powered generator is a 
robust constructed energy bank suitable for rail use with 
power tools, lighting and construction equipment.

Product Code: 35/0598 

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

BACK TO SITE LIGHTING MENU

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAYFIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

RITELITE P3500 BATTERY 
POWERED GENERATOR 
The Ritelite portable 3,500 battery powered generator 
is a robust constructed energy bank suitable for rail use 
with power tools, lighting and construction equipment.

Product Code: 35/0561 

https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0543-h-Redlite-SLK1770BP-Portable-Battery-Pack-Li-ion-110v-22kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0561-h-Ritelite-SLK1770BP2-Portable-25kVA-Battery-Powered-Generator-110v-42kg-CW-Case
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/rail/35_0598-h-Ritelite-SLK1770BP4-Portable-7000-Battery-Powered-Generator-110v-695kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


LIGHTING 
TOWERS

MX FUEL 
LIGHTING TOWER

MILWAUKEE 
M18 2.2M LED 
LIGHTING TOWER 
18V 7.3KG 

SPEEDY V20 
ECO HYBRID 

X-ECO LIGHTING 
TOWER 

X-SOLAR 
LIGHTING TOWER 

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire


MX FUEL  
LIGHTING TOWER 

NEW!

BACK TO LIGHTING TOWERS MENU

With the MX Fuel system you are one 
step closer to a greener, safer and more 
productive jobsite.

The first product from the ground-breaking MX 
FUEL™ cordless system revolutionises the light 
equipment market by delivering the performance, 
run time, and durability demanded by the trades 
without the hazards associated with emissions, noise, 
vibration, and the frustrations of petrol maintenance. 
Each solution on the MX FUEL™ system goes beyond 
the limitations of petrol and AC, operating on one 
completely compatible battery system.

This new system eliminates emissions, and reduces 
the overall noise, vibration, and frustrations of petrol 
maintenance that have been deemed acceptable on 
jobsites for decades; additionally eliminating tripping 
breakers, voltage drops and trip hazards.

Product Code: 22/0109

A new way to light your site.

Up to 27,000 lumens of AC/DC lighting

•  Zero noise and zero emissions

•  TRUEVIEW™ high output LED technology

•  Lumens on AC mode 27,000 / on DC mode 20,000

•  Runtime 3 / 6 / 10 hrs in high / medium / low mode

•  Illuminate over 135m² of low light working area

•  4 adjustable light heads for task or area lighting

Versatile 3m high tower light for in and outdoor use

•  Rugged wheelbase with 8” all-terrain-wheels for jobsite

•  Low weight 48kg and low centre of gravity for easy
transportation

•  4 quick-release outriggers for extra stability in
uneven terrain

•  Easy setup with motorised tower up to 3.1m of height 

•  Integrated charger functionality in AC mode

•  ONE-KEY™ customisation, tracking, security and
management

Withstands the storm

•  Withstands 55km/h winds fully deployed

•  IP 55 rated dust and water protection

Energy Saving
ECO

WATCH OUR VIDEO

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE MX 
FUEL CUT OFF SAW

AVAILABLE ONLY AT SPEEDY

HIRE NOW

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0109-h-Milwaukee-MX-Fuel-31m-LED-Lighting-Tower-72v-48kg
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-tools/15_0216-h-Milwaukee-MX-Fuel-COS350-350mm-Cut-Off-Saw-72v-167kg
https://vimeo.com/533901083


MILWAUKEE M18  
2.2M LED LIGHTING TOWER 18V 7.3KG 

BACK TO LIGHTING TOWERS MENU

18V LED stand light. Features TrueView HD 
lighting technology. Impact-resistant adjustable 
head with polycarbonate lens. Can be rotated 
230° vertically and pivoted 240° horizontally. 
This has multiple uses such as torch, worklight 
and area light.

Product Code: 22/0034

•  TRUEVIEW™ high definition lighting

•  Twelve high performance LEDs provide 2000 Lumens on 
high light output which is brighter than 250 Watt halogen

•   Impact resistant adjustable head with highly durable
polycarbonate lens can be rotated 230° vertically and
pivoted 240° horizontally

•  Protective guard secures the head and lens when the light is 
collapsed for storage or transport

•   Extendable mast which reaches from 1.10 m to over 2.20 m
to light up work spaces from top without casting shadows

•   IP54 - protected from dust and splashing water

•   Compact footprint with low centre of gravity and impact
resistant reinforced nylon legs to protect against abusive
jobsite conditions

•   Carry handles on two positions for easy one handed 
transport: weight is evenly balanced when compressed

•  Low battery indicator - light flashes when battery pack is low

HIRE NOW

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0034-h-Milwaukee-M18-SAL-502B-22m-Lighting-Tower-LED-18v-76kg


SPEEDY V20 
ECO HYBRID 

NEW!

BACK TO LIGHTING TOWERS MENU

Choosing the power system is so easy!

Speedy V20 Eco Hybrid includes four different power systems in one model: Full electric 
(battery), hybrid (battery + back-up generator), solar and stage V generator only. Just select 
the preferred mode with the power system switch and it’s done!

0 00

GG G
GGG 0 00

GG G
GGG 0 00

GG G
GGG

Electric
Thanks to the integrated battery 
pack, Speedy V20 Eco Hybrid will 
run without any carbon and noise 
emissions. Easy battery recharge 
through the integrated generating 
set or external power source.

Hybrid
By combining battery pack and 
generating set into a hybrid 
system, Speedy V20 Eco Hybrid 
will provide you with hundreds 
of hours of uninterrupted 
illumination without refuelling!

Stage V Engine
The integrated generating set 
with 2-cylinder diesel engine 
guarantees up to 163 continuous 
hours of light with reduced carbon 
emissions, low noise and low  
fuel consumption.
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The Speedy V20 Eco Hybrid is not just a 
new lighting tower, but the only “ALL IN 
ONE” solution, available exclusively to 
Speedy customers.

Guaranteed 163 hours of light with the integrated 
generator. HVO fuelling significantly reduces  
carbon emissions. 

Speedy can provide customers with two external 
power sources: 

•  Battery pack - A stand-alone, stackable, battery
pack with 10 kWh capacity that will make the
Speedy V20 Eco Hybrid run up to 40 hours in
battery mode. CEE outlet socket.

•  Solar panel kit - A stackable solar kit with 3x300 
Wp sliding solar panels able to recharge the
battery, reducing the use of the generator or other
power sources. Multipin outlet socket.

Product Code: 22/0066

AVAILABLE ONLY AT SPEEDY

HIRE NOW

Diesel HVO
ECO

Hybrid Technology
ECO

Cordless
ECO

Solar Operated
ECO

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0066-h-Generac-V20-Pro-82m-LED-Lighting-Tower-Hybrid-1146kg


X-SOLAR  
LIGHTING TOWER 

NEW!

BACK TO LIGHTING TOWERS MENU

2000sqm Run time 
365 nights

4 per truck 0% emissions 0% fuel 0% noise

Powered by the sun, zero fuel, zero emissions 
and zero noise.

100% silent compared to a motorised lighting tower, with 
significantly lower maintenance costs and zero emissions  
during use.

Suitable not only for the construction industry but also 
for events, road maintenance, military applications and 
much more. The advantages of our systems are many, CO2 
reduction, noise reduction, fuel saving and opportunity to 
work at maximum power with minimum overall costs.

•  AGM batteries are charged by the sun which provides
instant bright LED light for 2000sqm of coverage

•  365 nights run-time

•  Floodlights are multi-directional and tiltable on a 8m 
hydraulic mast which rotates 340o

•  Low maintenance

•  4 extendable solar panels ensure optimum charging
performance and easy positioning

•  Plug and play colour coded cables and connectors

•  4 height adjustable stabilisers and front jockey wheel

Product Code: 22/0003 

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

Solar Operated
ECO

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0003-h-Trime-X-Solar-85m-LED-Lighting-Tower-Solar-15t


Carbon Smart
ECO

The X-ECO allows you to benefit from fuel 
savings, CO2 reductions and increased run-time.

Suitable for not only for the construction industry but also 
events, road maintenance, security applications and much 
more! The X-ECO works at maximum power with low costs.

•  CO2 emission reduction of over 70%

•   Auto start/stop light sensor which reduces fuel and
activity costs

•  LED floodlights that give instant bright light

•   AMOSS safety system automatically lowers mast if moved

•  Floodlights are multi-directional and tiltable on a 8.5m 
hydraulic mast which rotates 340o

•   Run time of over 200 hours

•  Plug and play colour coded cables and connectors

•  4 height adjustable stabilisers and front jockey wheel

Product Code: 22/0198 

3800 sqm

10m 20m 100m

8.
5m

X-ECO  
LIGHTING TOWER 

NEW!

BACK TO LIGHTING TOWERS MENU

FIND OUT MORE AND HIRE TODAY

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/hire/power-air-pumps-lighting/22_0198-h-Trime-X-Eco-85m-LED-Lighting-Tower-Diesel-920kg


Speedy Training are thrilled to announce that we are 
working with IPAF and Serious Labs to deliver training 
using Virtual Reality (VR) technology.

IPAF operator training is invaluable in providing practical, theoretical 
and hands on knowledge of how to safely operate a MEWP. 

Some of the benefits of utilising our state-of-the-art Virtual Reality 
Training Simulators include:

• Operators familiarised with MEWP use

• Practice in responding to risk

•  High Risk operating scenarios in a risk free environment

Simulators have the very clear advantage of not putting the user at 
risk while allowing them to learn, develop and more importantly, make 
mistakes without risk of danger.

The Virtual Reality simulator realistically mimics the sensation of  
boom lift and scissor lift operations allowing operators to experience 
a true-to-life look and feel of operating a MEWP in a safe and  
controlled environment.

VR TRAINING 
OUR NEW INNOVATIVE 
VR SIMULATOR

CALL 0345 604 6682 OR VISIT 
SPEEDYPOWEREDACCESS.COM 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://speedypoweredaccess.com/


 

For more information contact your Account Manager  
or visit speedyservices.com

 

https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire
https://www.speedyservices.com/rail-hire



